In the Urban Intervention Studio, a master’s course on landscape architecture, we explore methods of teaching and learning architectural practices by setting up studio spaces away from the university. The focus is on urban areas in transition such as former industrial sites, challenged public or semi-public domains and other landscapes that hold potentials and that can provide students with contexts and complexities to explore. The students design and construct small-scale interventions while being immersed in the site and collaborating with local stakeholders and communities. At the same time, the students critically reflect on their projects in relation to broader strategies and visions for the subject area. The multiscale approach forms an important spectrum for how urban sites can be understood and responded to. The reflections and outcome simultaneously feeds into our research on sites in transition as valuable readings and specific spatial interpretations.

This paper reflects on the learning objectives in relation to the contextual setting. The setting provides rich possibilities in terms of exploratory approaches that are important for a reflective design practice; however, it can also create challenges from a pedagogical view, due to the occasionally precarious conditions. While live build projects are established formats in teaching within architecture, design and landscape, we find it
important to continuously unfold the embedded potentials as well as critical aspects related to the didactic objectives. This contribution discusses learning points in the studio, focusing on the competences gained from interacting with the dynamics and frictions of transitional sites. We unfold the context-based learning spectrum through evaluations and discussion of formulated learning outcomes from the course description and curriculum. We describe contextual learning situations in order to illustrate transformative dynamics, practices and interactions. We will also exemplify how the outcome contribute to our field of research.
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